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ABOUT US:

Establish in 2013, Huy Thinh Phat Import-Export Company Limited is 

an enterprise specializing in the production of products from coconut 

such as:

- COIR NET

- COIR MAT

- COIR ROPE

- COIR LOG

- COCONUT FIBER 

- COIR POT 

With a team of highly skilled workers with many years of experience in 

the coir handicraft industry. We are committed to providing the best 

products and services with the best quality to your company with the 

motto "Meeting customer expectation is our success".

The flexible payment, fast response time, especially the most 

competitive price in the market are one of the factors that make up our 

reputation. With the strength of quality and many years experience in 

the industry, Huy Thinh Phat is confident to bring the greatest 

satisfaction to customers when coming to us.
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COIR NET
APPLICATION
- Coir nets for high-tech agriculture, replacing ropes for vines and perennial 

ornamental plants. The bio-coir mesh is covered around the base. Specially 

put strawberries to keep moisture and temperature for plants, limit harmful 

insects, ...

- Isolate fruit in contact with soil, limit damaged fruit.

- Minimize weeds and limit fertilizer leaching.

-Coir nets are used to cover landslides and hills, very effectively. Overcoming 

landslides, barren land, ...

- Coir net retains moisture and has high aesthetic value when used for growing 

crops, as "wall".

SPECIFICATION:

COIR NET have wide 2m x length 20m, square 40m2/ roll,  5-10 rolls  

in 1 bales

PACKING
CONT 40 FT

Size 1 22 x 22 yarn/ m2, double x double, weight 200g/m2 (GSM) 260 bales

Size 2 36 x 36 yarn/ m2, double x single, weight 200g/m2 (GSM) 400 bales

Size 3 40 x 40 yarn/ m2, double x double, weight 400g – 600g/ m2 

(GSM)
240 BALES



COIR MAT
APPLICATION
Coir mats are a great material of road paving when the cement 

or concrete or bricks-made roads are not suitable due to 

environmental factor. The time-life of the mats may 2 years, after 

this duration the mats may be bio-degradable. The following 

locations are good place where the coir mats are suitable:

- Path surrounding the apartment buildings.

- Path from road to house.

- Path in the parks/ resorts.

SPECIFICATION:

DIMENSION WEIGHT ROLLS IN CONT

0.6m x 10m x35mm 44 kg 270 rolls/ cont 40’HC

0.8m x 10m x 35mm 58 kg 190 rolls/ cont 40’HC

1.0m x 10m x 35mm 73 kg 164 rolls/ cont 40’HC

1.2m x 10m x  35mm 88 kg 132 rolls/cont 40’HC

1.5m x 10m x 35mm 110 kg 110 rolls/cont 40’HC

2.0m x 10m x35mm 146 kg 78 rolls/ cont 40’HC



COIR ROPE
APPLICATION:
-Wrap the trunk to keep the tree warm, the sap does not affect when 
the weather is cold. 

-Suitable for long vines.. After using, you can top-dressing to increase 
soil moisture.

-Used for decorative items with high efficiency.

SPECIFICATION

Other size can be change following customer request.

LENGTH 150 – 200M PACKING ON 

CONT 40

DIAMETER

10mm 2000 rolls

16-17mm 900 rolls

19 – 20mm 850 rolls



COIR LOG
APPLICATION:
-Coir logs is a product of erosion control for hills, shores, 

coastlines and other erosion-prone areas.

-With the ease of installation and use, this coir roll creates a 

natural control area that helps control corrosion.

-Coir logs have been used effectively in rehabilitation projects, 

stable areas and construction sites.

SPECIFICATION:

Other size can be change following customer request.

Diameter Length PACKING ON 

CONT 40

OTHER

30 – 50 cm 2m – 6m 450 - 100 pcs No holes or have 

holes planting tree 

follow customer 

order



COCONUT FIBER
APPLICATION:
Coconut fiber is used in several purposes such as making coir

thread, coir rope, coir mat, coir net…etc. Nowadays, 

environmental-friendly and biodegradable coconut fiber 

ingredient is being used widely all around the world as a new 

trend in reducing trash from plastic material and contributing a 

more sustainable life.

SPECIFICATION:

Material Coconut Husk Fiber

Moisture Max 15%

Impurity Max 2%

Length Of Fiber 5-23 mm

Packing/ Loading 17.500Kgs/ cont 40

7000 Kgs / Cont 20

100Kg -105 Kg (+-3%)/Block
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